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Main Points 

 
- The increasing politicization of gender issues, placing it on the 

agendas of the state, its apparatuses, political parties, & interest 
groups (even those in seeming opposition to the state), attempting to 
shape gender identity & politics to serve whatever priorities head 
their programs, esp. construction of national identity politics, & the 
use of culture in identity construction & change in order to achieve 
political & cultural hegemony. 

 
- The engagement of different parties (Islamists & secularists) in 

politics of identity & authenticity in their attempts to gain political 
ascendancy (as perhaps, a response to the deepening economic crises, 
this tendency of gathering in of history & culture as part of group 
self-definition has intensified in the past two decades). 

 
The focusing of politics of authenticity on women more than on any other 
group, positioning women at the center of an authentic culture & giving 
them a generative & transformative role by the state/party that positions 
them at the core of any social movement, i.e. the transformation of 
culture through the involvement of women - through male placing of 
them as the embodiment, the nexus, the repositories of culture. 

 
Although differing in stated goals & strategies, both the secularists & 
Islamists, in their attempts to create & maintain hegemony, have 
positioned women as the carriers not only of culture, but of morality, of 
the moral banner, to serve their movements (though women are seen as 
inherently immoral & need to be guided & guarded). This takes place 
through the male controlling of political institutions)-religious & secular- 
manipulating culture esp. religion to marginalize women, manipulating 
their roles & identities, their participation in or disengagement from 
particular cultural practices or economic activities as mechanisms of 
control by patriarchs to generate a model woman that reflects their 
ideology & activity. 
(The male positioning of women as repositories of culture intended as a 
conservative location for them within a revolutionary/radical  
transformative situation). 

 
That this does not mean that women are acted upon only, they are also 
actors, & for this the writer analyzes women's reactions & actions, how 



do they respond, adapt, ignore, redirect, or even subvert such state & 
party activities & projects intended to shape their behavior, lives & 
thoughts, i.e. their resistance to &/or subverting of the male positioning to 
serve the movement. 
She argues that expressions of female consciousness & resistance can be 
located within "women's culture", though these aspects are always 
thwarted by both movements (Islamic & secular), &that women are not 
allowed to be active in the work force, except under conditions that fulfill 
the requirements of the party/state & umma.  
And that in northern Sudan, women (esp. those of middle & upper 
classes) are using Islam to construct their own identities & improve their 
situations, they are collaborating in their placement by men as the nexus 
of culture, because they may see themselves as gaining from the situation. 
However, she argues, there are limits on women's autonomy & 
independence now that the Islamic state is achieving hegemony, just as 
there are limits for women in identity politics in general as there is a tight 
control over women's access to power & privilege. 
(The writer here seems to stress on the role played by women as the 
nexus of culture as stumbling block in the way of their liberation & their 
resort to Islam to construct their identities as false consciousness. She 
ignores the importance of this role & looks to it from a feminist point of 
view of women as the other on whom at her expense history was wrote 
and the state and society were built and gained it's stability through 
controlling her capabilities).  


